
Defeat in last league match of '10 [posted 28/08/10] 

This report's going to be short.  Shorter than the season feels like it's been.  Shorter even than 
the list of available players on an average Saturday!  And certainly way shorter than the number 

of 'Locsters at practice last week!!  Let's hope as we look to "debrief" season 2010 on Tuesday at 
the Players Meeting, the turnout reflects a bit more interest.  Over to the boys.....  Back to 

today's final SNCL match - Drumpellier at home.  And for a while, in fact for much of the match, 

the result was in the balance.  Likely Drumps eked out a few more runs than maybe they should 
have; and the inability of the 'Loc batters to put one meaningful partnership together in the 

second dig probably caused the ultimately failed run-chase.  Chasing 179 to win, the boys were 

sitting at 139 for 7 with Matt and Flanners at the crease.  Matty was on 23, Flanners 27.  Then - 

arguably - the final nail.  Nichty run out.  Hmmm.  The argument as to whose fault, who 
should've gone, what might've been, continued well into the night - maybe just one of those 

things.  

  
178 had been posted thanks to 68 from Asad Mohammed, the visitors' top-scorer, a knock 

backed up by 42 from Keltie.  These two added 62 for the sixth wicket, the latter holing out to 
Pasty at long-on.  Talking of catches, the Drumps innings saw the equivalent of Halley's Comet - 

Bean grassing a catch!  Honest.  It happened.  Don't believe me?  The evidence m'laud: 

  

    
   

    

   
Told you.  But the wee man's bowling wasn't affected: 10-1-26-2 reflects that.  And the bowling 

in general was pretty good.  Bil'y again showed his continued progress, his eight overs costing 

just 25, taking the wicket of Zed Mohammed into the bargain.  Zed had been second out as the 
visitors had slumped to 10 for 2 early on.  This before Asad's big innings.  As said the 'Loc's 
innings just didn't include a decent-enough individual knock, or partnership, to really swing the 

momentum their way.  They were never really out of it, but never really sat in the box seat.  The 

run out that sent Matt packing likely the final straw as we've said already.  Bar Matt and Flanners 
only Quartz and Bean got into double figures as Dani' secured the Webbed Feet Award for the 1s, 



holing out to Darren Pryde off Ian Warden's bowling after Pasty had been first out.  14 for 2 

kinda matching Drumpellier's 10 for 2.  Pasty had been trapped leg-before early on, a mode of 
dismissal that would prove popular, claiming Bean, Carly and Maddy thereafter.  148 all out - and 

defeat by 30 - was the final scorebook story.  Pity.  Another game that was there to win.  And, 
maybe, with more experience a game that would have been won.  

  

So it's goodbye league season 2010.  And - as alluded to below - a season of progress where the 
club's youngsters have almost all seen improvement in their games, certainly improvements in 

their stat's.  But behind the stat's are attitude, work ethic, application, commitment, practice, etc, 

etc.  And this brings us back to Tuesday coming's Players Meeting.  Get along and let's hear your 

views.  As the website says on the Home page, it'll be Fraser's, Carl's and Tinus's last night with 
us too, and - for one - this reporter wants to hear their views too. 

  

For once not papped!  [posted 21/08/10]  
This afternoon saw a heartening win for the 'Loc over old Western Union rivals Ayr at Shawholm 

in the penultimate weekend of SNCL cricket.  And it'll be the last time the two west district rivals 
clash in league action for a while as Ayr head for the expanded Premiership next season, whilst 

the 'Loc remain in the enlarged Championship!  254 for 5 was the credible total posted in the first 

half by the 'Loc as Carly resdiscovered form, and Quartz chipped in with a half century.  Carl 
nearly added to his SNCL ton list as he took his league run total past 700 runs [Ed: read that and 

weep Thomas!  Response on the Guestbook please!    ]  94 and out though was his final 

score, caught on the long-on boundary going for his second maximum in the final over to get to 
three figures.  But Quartz wasn't the only half-centurion on the scorecard in the first half - that 

old friend Extras made it past 50 comfortably too.  Many thanks to generosity of the visiting 

bowlers.  The innings also saw a couple of cameo 20-odds from Dani' and Matty.  254 for 5 as 

said - a decent total.   

  

In reply Ayr started as expected, i.e. McElnea out cheaply   and Papps,.....papping.  But when 

Mr Papps had reached 48 and was looking set for yet another big score, he mis-timed a mid-

wicket pull off Carl straight to Quartz and departed the middle.  Phew!  But Ayr's success this 
season hasn't - we repeat has not - been a one-man show.  Veteran Dougie Johnstone has 

chipped in with 600+ runs too, and he added another 32 today.  Skipper Mark Renny also scored 

heavily, reaching 41 before Bil'y cleaned him up.  Then there were the cameos: courtesy of the 
mongrel "fifth bowler" in the 'Loc line up no fewer than three of the Ayr tail got into double 

figures.  "Overseas amateur" Fleming managed 22 - including a pulled 6 nonchantly despatched 
off Quartz's bowling, which he insisted had to get a mention - and Moon Man took to Dani's 

bowling, carting him around the paddock.  The combined stat's of the combination of diddies that 

collectively were the "fifth bowler" ended up as: 10-0-84-2 - McLaughlin and Johnstone must be 

mortified this evening!  But the expensiveness of these ten overs didn't really matter in the 

context of what'd gone before with Quartz, Bil'y, Carly, and James B all proving economical in 

their ten-over spells.  In the end Ayr finished 24 short, nine down. 

  
So an encouraging win.  And one achieved just as the rain began to come on,.....and boy did it 

come on!  Next week it's the 2010 season closer, Drumpellier at home.  It'd be nice to finish with 

two home wins wouldn't it?  
 

Nine men nearly show [posted 21/08/10] 
It was The Shawholm Nine that travelled to the Henry Thow Oval to play St Ninian's in the final 

Western Union league fixture of 2010.  And despite the deep sigh that the skipper no doubt 

exhaled at selection it's probably entirely fair that the season didn't end on other than the note it 

started on: namely, player unavailability.  This reporter's mother used to say something like 

"Start as you mean to go on", well the club's cricketers certainly have done that this season - 



some have been unavailable at the start, and the finish,.....and most parts in between!  So it was 

nine that travelled - mind you makes travelling easy!  The nine included The Sajjad Three, thanks 
again to young Kess who is now a virtual 'Holmboy regular and again put in the kind of 

performance that well nigh justifies his inclusion.  He must've run miles in the open spaces that 
were the HTO on Saturday afternoon as - in the second half - the boys just didn't quite do 

enough to get the wickets they needed to sneak a famous [Ed: or would that've been an 

infamous win] in the dark.  Eight down was the St Ninian's scoreboard display as they limped 
over the finish line courstesy of,.....an overthrow.  Birch finished unbeaten for the home side, his 

30-odd adding to Phil Stafford's earlier 62, these two knocks in the middle and lower orders being 

the main reasons their side getting the win.  The 'Holmboys had bowled pretty well - as virtually 

no extras showed - and the efforts put in by the nine in the field were admirable, particularly 
taking in account the fact that three of the four 'Holmboy bowlers were fasting as part of 

Ramadan.  It was a great effort by the boys.  Throw in three or four rain breaks in the second 

innings, a ball that resembled,.....well resembled something other than a ball by the end and was 
as slippery as a very slippery thing, and - yup - this was a big effort that just came up short.  

Josh was back opening the bowling and produced the standout figures, grabbing a "4-for".  Hari' 
struggled a little with his length, but still got through eight overs.  Zaeem bowled another long 

spell - this week getting through fourteen overs, and even Youngy had to roll his arm over.  Or 

should that be "round" given the old man's season-by-season lowering arm angle!  Eight down 
then, and defeat in the dark, damp and chill of a past-8pm west coast evening.  Well batted to 

the home side though, not least Birch who accepted the gift of being dropped three times (!) by 
fielders who couldn't hold on to the bar of soap masquerading as a ball, and to Stafford Snr. who 

made the most of being dropped behind and getting the benefit of some strong LBW appeals 
while still in single figures.  201 was the target, and it was reached with those overthrows.  

Perhaps summing up the second half, in fact it was overthrows after a mis-hit by Birch to mid-off 

had been grassed.  Sigh.  But hey-ho, maybe it's right that when we don't field eleven we don't 
win - maybe there's something we have to learn there?  No criticism to the nine who played, but 

as was said earlier in the year when the 'Holmboys had to concede a match - others have to ask 

themselves what their priorities are, and what their obligations to their club-mates, and club, are. 

  

The first innings was much different though: good contributions from the seven batters who 

batted.  All bar JP - who got a good ball - made runs, with an impressive sixth-wicket partnership 

from Elliott and Zaeem that saw them bat from the 31st over to the end of the innings.  Poor 
Kess was sitting gagging for a bat, all padded up, for nineteen overs!  Unlucky wee man.  Elliott 

finished 34 not out, Zaeem 42 not out.  Both batted sensibly, and both got their due return in 

runs accummulated.  Before them there'd been runs for Saif, Hari', Ross and Josh too.  Josh top-
scoring of those four with 41.  Well batted to each.  

  
So defeat on the last day, and maybe a season of "what might've been".  With their strongest 

eleven fielded, the 'Holmboys were certainly too good for this division.  But this happened about 

twice.  It's a season where the single biggest memory will be lack of availability.  The good thing 

is that this is at least - or should be at least - easy to fix......  

  
And of course staying in Division 4 means we avoid Division 3!  Let's hope results went our way 

tho' on the final Saturday,.....and Hughenden got up!     

 
"I refer my Honourable Reader to the report that I gave some moments ago..."  

[posted 15/08/10] 

It's taken your author some time to try and say something that's not already been said this 
season as regards cataclysmically bad run chases.  Nearly 24 hours from Goldenacre Gate and 

I'm still struggling I'll confess.  Exhibit A: July the 31st, Lochlands: Arbroath United 218 for 9, the 
'Loc 59 all out.  Exhibit B: May the 15th, Shawholm: Stirling County 138 all out, the 'Loc 63 all 

out.  And now, Exhibit C: August the 14th, Goldenacre: Heriot's FP 237 for 5, the 'Loc 57 all out.  



Anyone see a thread?  But, and this is where the tone of this report might surprise you dear 

reader: why get down about things?  We're nearly at the point in season 2010 when assessments 
of the season as a whole can start to be validly made.  So here's a preliminary preamble [Ed: if 

such a thing exists?  Or could exist?!?]  It's likely the 'Loc will finish seventh in the table now, and 
this means SNCL Championship cricket in 2011.  But this - if the combined SNCL tables are still 

valid reflections of cricket in Scotland - still makes the side the seventeenth best in the country.  

Hardly a disaster.  And, given the shake-out of senior players that's been seen in the last 
calendar year or so it's particularly pleasing that no cliff-edge has been fallen over, c.f. 

Strathmore, Kelburne, Prestwick, Ferguslie, Kilmarnock, etc, etc. when such a changing-of-the-

guard has taken polace.  This reflects well on the "transitional arrangements" that remain under 

way but that can be traced back to Gavin Ewing's instigation of blooding youngsters in the 1st XI 
back in 2008.  This season has seen the 'Loc field as many as six home-grown Under 18s in its 

SNCL line-up, and not simply jersey-filling but batting and bowling in their proper places.  Hope 

for the future.  And, more importantly, a move that's already borne fruit in some of this season's 
matches with a number making meaningful contributions, and most - if not all - showing real 

progress, and development.  And, whilst Saturday in the Capital is hardly evidence of this, a scroll 
through the scorecards backs up this assessment.  We've also seen consistent performances from 

our two overseas players, Carl and Quartz more than justifying their roles and contributing both 

on- and off-the-park to an enjoyable season, irrespective of the natural disappointment that 
immediately follows a heavy defeat, like Saturday's.  But let's not get down.  And for every 57 all 

out, there's been the very opposite: dramatic wins (c.f. Arbroath and Falkland), and encouraging 
performances (c.f. Uddy in the WLC, the wins over Stennie, Falkland and Penicuik).  

  
A quick word on Saturday tho': at 62 for 2 at drinks batting first it certainly didn't look like 

Heriot's would be posting 200+.  But post 237 for 5 they did.  The bowlers in the second half all 

took a bit of tap as the life given to Lockhart-Kruse proved costly to the 'Loc - he'd go on and 
score 69.  The other meaningful contribution was from home skipper Gavin McIntyre who made 

70, with Sean Weeraratna chipping in with 48.  Bil'y again impressed up-top with the new ball 

however, and he and Quartz bowled their combined spells for 20-4-50-1.  Mighty impressive.  

Unfortunately the fact the Heriot's top-order was in after drinks, and with wickets in hand 

therefore, meant the Goldenacre side was able to really push on and post a big score.  237 it 

was.  Not an absolute show-in winning score, but it would need a good effort to chase down.  

And chase it down didn't seem likely when two wickets fell in the first over of the reply.  And 
wickets just kept on falling.  Incredibly, in under 28 overs all ten had gone and the 'card showed 

no fewer than six batters failed to get off the mark.  Top scorer was Bean with 20, extras running 

him close with 18.  The next best?  7.  Ouchay.  Has a 'Loc side ever all batted and scored only 
two boundaries??? 

  
With Stirling scraping home by a wicket at Scroggie Park against Falkland the chase for sixth and 

Premier cricket in 2011 is now over, this leaves two matches - both at home - to play.  Ayr and 

Drumps are the visitors and both will provide stiff tests for the boys - but also yet more 

opportunities to continue so many youngsters' cricketing educations.  This author remains in 

good heart..... 
  

Win keeps hopes alive [posted 07/08/10] 
The patient might be gasping a little, but she's still breathing!  Yup reader, a win for the 'Loc 
combined with Stirling County's surprise defeat to Penicuik mean that there's still a chance - with 

three league matches left - of the club grabbing the last of the six promotion places to next 
season's enlarged SNCL Premier League.  Three games left: Heriot's FP away, and then home 

games against Ayr and Drumpellier.  Tough ask, but - hey - why not?!?  

  

But a win didn't look much on the cards today after the side had batted first on a damp deck and 
mustered just 140.  The score owed much to Carly's 34, and a late order partnership between 



Jimmy B (19) and Dani' (26).  Carl's luck was in to an extent too, as he survived a dismissal when 

on just 10 - no ball the call.  And 31 in extras didn't hurt the boys either.  140 all out.  Not the 
lowest score of recent weeks, but surely not enough?  Well, it certainly didn't look like it when, at 

104 for 2, Falkland needed just 37 runs to win with eight wickets in hand.  But, of course, this is 
cric', and in particular cric' at Poloc!  Anything's possible!  And when eight wickets had fallen for, 

not 37 runs, but only 30, the 'Loc had won by 6 runs.  Astonishing.  Carl dismantling Hamilton's 

stumps was the final act of the Falkland innings, one that had started so promisingly.  de Silva, 
the opener, had made 34, and number three Cooray, 26.  But neither could see the job through.  

After the top three no Falkland batter made it past 7, and with Bil'y taking two wickets in two 

balls to remove numbers nine and ten, wicket-keeper House and Brunton, the stage was clear for 

Carly's final act.  Exciting stuff for the watching buffties, who've now seen a few decent finishes 
over the tops of the glasses of 70 shillings!  
  

The bowlers had all done their jobs - accepted on a helpful wicket.  Quartz got a "3-for", Bil'y, 
Bean and Carl each got two, and Jimmy B one.  Bil'y again impressed with his economy too - only 

26 runs came off his eight overs - and James was even more stingy, leaking just 19 from his 
eight.  So what to say about Bean?  Positively miserly: just 17 runs coming off his ten over spell.  

Well bowled guys.  

  
Stirling County's loss to Penicuik was a shock on the day too, as unexpected as their win over top 

side Heriot's FP seven days earlier.  Just shows - reiterates - that anything's possible.  Let's hope 
there are a few more surprises, twist and turns, to come.  Next week it's off to Edinburgh, and 

Heriot's FP away.  
  

Back to earth with a thump-ing!  [posted 31/07/10] 

A week's a long time in politics they say.  Well it certainly is in cric'!  Last week it was the 'Loc - 
as home side - batting first, scoring 200+, and then skittling their visitors for 89.  Seven days on 

it was much the same: home side bats first, scores 200+, and then the visitors - us! - are 

skittled,.....for just 59!  All of last week's momentum lost.  And the shambles started before the 

match - we wonder how many other SNCL clubs' 1st XI skippers were still a body short at 2am 

on the day of the match?  Yet again the curse of the "unavailable".  Today there was a pretty 

good 'Loc XI unavailable - in fact it might've given the side that batted against Arbroath a decent 

run for its money.    
  

So where to start in this tale of woe?  At the start?  Why not.  And actually the start wasn't too 

bad as the home side were restricted to 218 for 9 in their D/L-reduced 49 overs.  The 'Loc were 

set 220 to win.  The home side's total had been restricted courtesy of an economic spell of seam 

bowling from Bil'y whose ten overs cost just 20 runs.  Even Toko bowling some slow left-arm 

stuff wasn't expensive: 7-1-26-1 a very creditable bowling return thank you very much.  So 218.  
Hardly criminal.  Maybe even par?  So definitely winnable if the boys got a decent start.  But if 

Carlsberg did collapses.....!  5 for 2 was a bad start: Muscles and Dani' both gone, the latter 
stretching his lead in the WF table.  Then it was 30 for 3 when Pasty went.  And then,.....and 

then,.....  You get the picture.  With the 'card looking like a message written in binary code, it 

was Collapse City.  "Start the car!"  In the end analysis only Carly (16) got to double figures, the 
next best being Bil'y's unbeaten 9 and Pasty's 8.  Ouchay!  

  
So what to do about it?  The batting really looks fragile.  In the last five matches, excluding 

Penicuik last weekend, the guys have mustered totals of - working backwards: 59, 99, 176, 194, 

216.  Anyone see a pattern?  Is it because the weather's poorer and batting's harder?  Is it 
because we're in the holidays and guys' minds - and often bodies! - are elsewhere?  Is it because 

we're in the middle of the season and - hey - practice is now optional?  Who knows, but the 
'book doesn't lie.  If the pattern continues we're looking at totals of Greenock 2010 proportions in 

next Saturday's game against Falkland.  So let's start by seeing if as many as possible can get to 



practice this week coming.  And let's see if a few more bodies can make themselves available for 

selection to finish the season well, and strongly.  Over to y'all..... 
  

Fed up with the sight of him! [posted 24/07/10]  
No, not us, Penicuik.  And we're talking about Carly here.  236 not out in two league encounters 

with the former Border League side is enough - if you're a Penicuik bowler - to make you sigh 

when you next see him.  For the 'Loc though it was the centre-piece of a much-needed league 
win.  Throw in a great opening bowling spell from Bil'y, a "3-for" for Quartz and a "4-for" for 

Jimmy B, and it was a good all-round performance that re-ignites hopes of a top-six finish.  Carl's 

ton - 116 not out - was the basis though, assisted by Quartz's 30-odd, and odds-and-sods from 

the other batters.  It could've been different though had one of the two or three catches he 
offered up been held - one in particular hit down deep mid-wicket's throat when Carl was in the 

40s being maybe the turning point.  But, hey, that's cric'!  Swings and roundabouts.  The start, 

with the 'Loc batting first hadn't been great tho': Maddy had an early swing and joined the 
Webbed Feet Award contenders, Pasty nicked off behind after looking in decent form, and 

Flanners had been wicket #3, batting at three.  Then the big partnership: Carl and Fraser.  The 
key partnership to retain 200+ as the target.  Carly just kept going too.  His 116 not out another 

indication of his application, and concentration, as much as his ability.  Well batted.  [Ed: and 

only a conspiracy theorist might suggest there's a direct correlation between girlfriend on-site = 

less runs and girlfriend on-Skype = more runs ] 
  

237 for 9 was the total posted, Bil'y the other not out batter.  In reply the visitors started well 
enough, Penicuik getting to 68 for 1 at one juncture early on.  Then, carnage.  68 for 1 became 

89 all out!  You what?!?  Yup, 68 for 1, then 21 for 9.  In all, five Penicuik batters recorded blobs, 

the last two falling in consecutive deliveries leaving Quartz on a hat-trick.  And mention of 

Flanners: three catches and a clean sheet as regards byes reflects well on his 'keeping in the 

visitors' innings, the catch to get rid of Witz off Fraser being a one-handed, low-down blinder!  A 
win by 148 runs.  Convincing.  Well done to the guys.  Well batted, again, Carly.  Well bowled the 

bowlers. 
  

What to say... [posted 17/07/10] 

This'll be a short report people.  Almost as small, in fact, as the 'Loc's total as they struggled big 
time on a challenging deck batting first at New Williamfield on Saturday.  The small'ness of the 

innings can be best summed up saying that top score was Blacky's 19 not out, batting at ten, 

with no other 'Loc batter getting into double figures.  Hmmm.  Luckily extras were in generous 

mood too as they chipped in a huge 32.  Thank you to the hosts for their generosity.  All in?  Call 

it 99 all out.  Smith for the home side was the main wicket-taker as his "liquorice allsorts" 

bowling brought him four scalps.  For the 'Loc  - as noted - only Blacky, on his return to his 

former club, can hold his head up as regards the batting.  100 to win. 
  

The reply started promisingly for the 'Loc and the Stirling County lost two quick wickets to be 27 
for 2, one each for Bil'y and Quartz.  But this was as good as it got.  20 in extras - including 

fifteen (!) wides - later and the home side had romped home with 22 overs to spare.  That's a 

pants-round-the-ankles-bare-bottom-thrashing.  End of. 
  

The result sees Stirling stretch their lead over the 'Loc in the race for sixth place to a whopping 

23.64% [Ed: to be exact!    ]  With a third of the league season still to play though it's not an 
unsurmountable lead.  But the 'Loc need a win, and soon.  How's about we start with Penicuik at 

home this coming Saturday people?? 

  

Zzzzzz  [posted 03/07/10] 



We got up and it was still dark.  We met at an ungodly hour at the club - even Giffer hadn't 

arrived!  We drove for hours.  We batted first slumping to 54 for 5.  Only a late [Ed: key word 
that, "late"!] 61-run partnership between Bil'y and Flanners prevented a shocker being posted.  

We bowled.  They won.  We drove for hours, again.  We arrived at an ungodly hour at the club - 
even Giffer had left!  We got home and it was dark again.  It was late.  Carslberg don't do away 

fixtures at Stoneywood-Dyce, but if they did,.....even they couldn't make it any better.    Is it 

possible to play them over the internet or something instead?  Must be.  Brian Lara 2007 or 

something, online.  Rock up to Shawholm at around ten to one, switch on, log in and off you go!  
Simples! 
  
More seriously tho' - if we must dear reader - another defeat.  That's four on the bounce after 

losses to Heriot's FP, Ayr and Drumpellier.  Not so good, and a depressing start to the second 

half of the season.  With Stennie visiting Shawholm next weekend it's important the boys grab a 

win to keep interest in sixth spot with a crunch game - a proverbial six-pointer?!? - with sixth 

placed Stirling County looming.  Positives on the day are few and far between: Bil'y's and 

Flanners' 61-run partnership apart, the batting was mince.  Flanners stepped up [Ed: cliche 

warning!] on his return to his old stomping ground, whilst Bil'y's unbeaten 39 might be a coming-
of-age knock, and one that sees him put clear blue water between his and his wee bruv's 

average!  Three maximums were a feature of the Toothpick's innings.  In the bowling stakes 

Quartz's 10-4-12-2 was good, and Carly's 1 for 37 in ten also gets pass-marks.  Pretty much all 
else though..... 

  
Now here's a Q as we head into the second half: why were there so few at senior practice last 

Thursday?  And does the answer to that question tell us something about the guys' application 

and willingness to work at their games to end this now-irritating losing streak.  On the practice 

ground is where we start people..... 

  
And now, bed, seventeen (yes, 17!) hours after getting out of it - and all for one game of cric'!  

Zzzzzzzz.... 
  

What was in the juice? [posted 26/06/10] 

It's often tricky knowing what to say in these late-night scribbles, not least when it's about a 
game you weren't at!  Much of the text is derived from the 'card, much is also hearsay and 

anecdote.  And the latter is often a mixed bag of contradiction that results in your scribe 

wondering whether all the sources really were at the same game!  But this time there was no 

dispute - everyone consulted was of a single mind: the 'Loc were right in this match,.....until 

drinks in the second innings.  The after-drinks performance was as flat as the juice - just what 

caused the malaise?  Drumps were 84 for 3 at this point - pro' and am' out, along with Zed 

Mohammed - and still needed 100+ runs to win.  Surely overs 26 to 40 would see the 'Loc try 
and press home their advantage?  But it just never happened.  For why?  Who knows.  Strange.  

And so it was, with over four overs to spare, the Langloan side romped home without having lost 
another wicket.  Hmmm, as is often noted in these epistles.  

  

Let's go back to where things started then for the rest of the story.  The 'Loc won the toss and 
decided to bat.  Pasty and Maddy were the openers and a steady enough start was built.  32 for 

the first wicket - Maddy out for 19.  Pasty then added 40 with Dan before both were then 
dismissed with the score on 72, Dan first, followed by Pasty.  17 and 31 respectively.  72 for 1, 

then became 110 for 8, yes eight!  Wickets just kept falling around Carl who was batting at four.  

Quartz and Scotty made 6 a-piece, Toko got 2, and Bean and Dani' got blobs, the latter opening 

up a convincing lead at the top of the Webbed Feet Award table as a result.    110 for 8 was 

looking like leading to a low total.  But the 'Loc tail has wagged on a few occasions this season 

with greater belief and confidence having being imbued in the guys.  And in Matty, Carl found 



someone who could hand around with him.  Nichty and Carlo added 63 for the ninth wicket - call 

it Arbroath-in-the-dark revisited.  Okay, not quite, but it looked like being as important a 
partnership as respectability was passed as regards the total, and defendability was approached.  

Matty was eventually dismissed by Hutton, courtesy of a catch by home pro' Shahabuddin.  Bil'y 
then batted with maturity and no little ability and added a further 21 with Carl - 194 for 9 the 

final total.  A good - genuinely good - recovery after the middle order collapse.  

  
And the second half started so well.  64 for 3 in the 20th over, with three key scalps in the bag.  

Bil'y had cleaned up Drumps' mouthy Aussie am' [Ed: are there any other kinds? ], and Bean 

had grabbed the wickets of Zed Mohammed and Shahabuddin thanks to two good catches: Matty 
and Maddy the grabbers.  But talk of good catches should be balanced - more than offset? - by 

grassed catches at other times.  Pity.  Some were simple, others on the tricky side.  But all were 

chances.  84 for 3 at drinks.  And this brings us back to the start dear reader.  Just what was in 

that juice?!?  Post-drinks, the guys just didn't fire.  Lacklustre would not be unfair as a general 

comment on the second half's second half.  And the result?  A game that was there to win ends 

looking like a canter for the oppo'. 

  
So another defeat.  Next week it's North Pole CC, away.  Joy.  But there are still positives to be 

taken from today, and heads mustn't drop.  Pasty's knock again reflects his progress.  Bean and 

Dan back and available on regular bases is good news, Bean's 2 for 26 in ten overs another 
exemplary demonstration of the art of slow bowling.  Matty's knock, and his partnership with 

Carl, again demonstrated the big man's ability, and no little skill, with the blade.  And, of course, 
Carl's unbeaten 58 underlines his quality.  It's halftime in the SNCL and, on balance, the guys 

have performed well.  What's needed now though is - not least with the youngsters freed up 

from school and uni' - a determination to improve yet further in the second half, starting with a 

commitment to practice, proper practice - and not just in the nets, but all aspects of the game.  

If everyone's individual game is improved then the collective performance will follow suit - let's 
determine to make it a great second half..... 

 
Utterly pleasant! [posted 15/08/10] 

It was universally agreed that Saturday's match with Kilmarnock's twos could be filed away in the 

file labelled "Enjoyable".  Everything was right: great weather, lovely ground, decent supporter 
numbers [Ed: though more of that later!], a competitive match played in the right spirit, and - 

from a home side point-of-view - a win. 

  

The game started with Youngy losing his second consecutive toss!  After his long winning streak 

abruptly ending last weekend in the Strathclyde League Kirkstyle skipper Mark Colman guessed 

correctly and Youngy's now 0 for 2.  However the other streak does continue: the 'Holmboys 
were invited to bat.  This means they've batted first in every league and cup match this season.  
And there's only only to come!  

  
Opening for the side were Saify and Rosco. Saif is the man in form these days - he'd scored 30-

odd on Thursday against West in the Under 15 league match, before notching 86 the following 

night against Hillhead at Hughenden.  And we're pleased to report his rich vein continues - 73 
was his top-scoring effort on the day.  He batted for most of the innings and had partnerships 

with a number of teammates, many of whom contributed meaningful cameos to help the side 
post 212 for 7 in their 50 overs.  Hari' (17), Josh (22), Maddy (26) and Stiffy (15 not out) all 

chipped in with useful runs and supported Saif.  Saif's innings included eleven 4s and a 

memorable 6.  And, as pleasingly, his knock was all-but chance-free (one low catch being spilled 
by mid-on excepted).  His knock was also pleasing from a technical point of view as he showed 

great maturity in shot selection, not being lured by Kirkstyle bowler Saleem's hand-granade-like 
deliveries. 

  



For Kirkstyle, said Saleem returned figures of 3 for 39 to be their top wicket-taker, Ollie Raine 

a.k.a. Judas Iscariot [Ed: from both sides' perspectives!    ] also turning in an impressive 

twelve-over display of 12-1-50-2.  Well bowled sir.  

  

213 to win was possible, not least or a side that'd scored more than 300 in two of their last three 
league outings.  What was needed from the home side's point-of-view therefore was a steady 

start, with no "freebies" in the forms of wides and/or no balls, and if possible a couple of early 
wickets.  The good news is the guys got both.  Tight opening spells from Zaeem and Hari' with 

both going at less than 3 an over.  Z' in fact bowled his ten overs for just 12 runs, picking up two 

wickets as he did so - great stuff!  The change bowlers of Maddy, Disk and Joshy also 
contributed, largely bowling to the fields set, with wickets falling as a result.  In fact there were a 

couple of nice field-setting "moments".  With the arrival of Rehman in the middle after young 

Azeem's departure Maddy mentioned a fly slip might be a good idea given Youngy's 
announcement of the arrival of a bunter.  Fly slip it was.  And Hari' delivered the required 

outswinger.  Big swing, first ball, ball, edge: caught,.....at fly slip by Maddy!  Then with 

Marshman in and swing a-la Rehman Youngy asked Josh to drop ten or fifteen yards at mid-off.  

This time, next ball, Disk it was that delivered the required delivery outside off stump.  Swing, 
connection, caught,.....at deep'ish mid-off by Josh!  We love it when a plan comes together!  But 

best catch on the night was neither of these two.  Nope, that accolade falls to Kess Sajjad.  Ollie 

was the oppo' batter and had held the Kirkstyle top order together.  Disk was again the bowler 
and he again induced the mis-timed lofted drive.  This time it was heading to mid-on where Kess 

was.  Silence enveloped the ground s Sajjad the [most] Junior got himself under it.  Ball 
dropping.  Hands up.  Ball to hands,....held!  Out!  And Kess's celebratory run round the ground 

ball in hand reminded many playing about the joy of the game!  Great catch Master Sajjad.  And 

how the crowd cheered.  

  

That's "cheered", and not "jeered".  Nope, the jeering was reserved for Youngy who was getting 
pelters for not bringing a spinner on to break an irritating ninth-wicket partnership between 

Javed and Adams.  But persevere with the seamers he did, and Maddy eventually mada the 
breakthrough as Javed missed a straight one.  The visitors' innings then finished PDQ as Trophy 
Head dismissed their last man.  A win by 85 runs. 

  
And as importantly, an enjoyable day!  

 

For the n'th time, "cricket's the loser"! [posted 03/08/10] 

How depressing,.....again.  The scene is the 'Holmboys' many-times-delayed Glasgow Cup tie 
against Garscube.  The second innings is in full flow and the tie's nicely poised - might even be 

exciting!  Garscube's Shaishav Kharwar's swinging away with some success, with Gaurav Shinde 

for company.  Jimmy B's bowling.  Shinde hits the ball to short mid-wicket where Joshy's 
fielding.  The big man gets down to the ball but it strikes him flush on the ankle downing him like 

a sniper bullet.  Shinde stands his ground with Joshy prostrate holding his ankle, the ball sitting 
ten feet away.  Mr Kharwar though, has a different idea: watching from less than ten yards away 

at the non-striker's end - in fact likely the closest to the felled Joshy - he sizes up Joshy's 

predicament quickly and shouts at Shinde to run a single.  Having completed his run Shaishav 
then wanders over to enquire as to Joshy's well-being.  Nice.  His response to the question, "Why 

did you run a single when you saw he was injured?", was the utterly convincing "He might have 
been pretending".  Eh, you what?  Bluff!  If you thought that why would you run?  And why was 

Joshy lying still holding his ankle with the ball ten feet away?  Indeed, and again, "cricket's the 

loser"!  It reflects something of the wee man's character that he even thought that maybe a 
cunning ploy in the field might be to feign an injury to prevent a run!  Sleep well Mr K; an honest 

man's pillow is his peace of mind, to quote John Mellencamp.    

  



It's not that the incident really mattered though.  It's not like Shaishav, now on strike, then 

bunted the next two balls for boundaries or anything.  Oh, oops, he did.  But, actually, annoying 
and depressing though the short man's antics were, and his bullet-proof rebuttal of suggestions 

he was a cheat and scoundrel was, the game was really decided elsewhere.  Likely the 
'Holmboys' 116 wasn't enough - another 10 might've made it more interesting. And, in the 

second half, Doogie dropping Kharwar at long off when there were still a bundle to get for 

Garscube was the real pivotal point.  The field had been set for midget-man's shot.  The 
'Holmboys were patiently waiting their chance.  It would surely come.  It did.  Hari' to gnome, big 

swing, ball airborne, Doogie under it - money on the fielder - grassed, and 4.  Pity.  But that's 

cricket we guess.  And no blame on Doogie - could've been any one of the fielders.  Shaishav 

gave other half chances too, keen as he was for the aerial route and a determination to run 
suicide singles.  Rosco got close to a skied bunt at long-on.  There were numerous swings-and-

misses, and more than one ring fielder was inches from running out Shorty as he screeched and 

set off for a single.  58 not out though was his final score.  Sleep well. 
  

For the 'Holmboys Bil'y bowled well, his five overs costing just 12.  And in their dig there were 
runs for Hari' (29 from 28 balls), Muscles (27 from 35 balls), and Joshy (22 from 29 balls).  But a-

run-a-ball or thereabouts (116 for 7) would prove not enough.  Garscube's opening bowler Ikhlaq 

Ahmed was the most economic of the northside boys' attack, going for just 21 in his five overs.  
Stephen Guest on the other hand was the most expensive, but in the words "Golden Arm" 

Walton, "Youngy, it's all about strike rate!" and Mr Guest's was pretty decent as he returned 
figures of 5-0-33-4. 

  
So defeat and with it a cup exit, Garscube winning with three overs or so to spare.  "Toffee!", 

Moss might say.  But it could've been different had that chance been taken, but as we've already 

said: that's cricket.  Oh, and sleep well Shaishav..... 
  

Big win sees 'Holmboys back on track [posted 31/07/10]  

The average age of the 'Holmboys' side leaped dramatically on Saturday with the returns of 

Messrs. Adshead, Spence and Sheridan to competitive Saturday league action, answering the call 

for bodies in the face of Unavailability-gate.  And if Bean had been a year older we'd have had 

the bizarre stat' that four players in the side were 40+, the rest less than twenty!  But Bean's not 

40, so that's just a silly observation -'pologies. 
  

The day started gloomy with rain in the air.  Luckily the covers had been on and the wicket was 

dry.  So it was game on.  And, of course, being a game involving Youngy as skipper he won the 
toss and we were batting.  That's ten league played, ten times the boys have batted first.  Is that 

a record anyone?  And they batted well.  A sensible start - discounting Adsy's second-baller - was 
given by Saif and Hari' as they coped with a few rain delays to give their side a base from which 

to work.  Hari' in particular was playing fluently and he raced to his 50 just 62 balls.  He went on 

to get 64 before being bowled by Singh to give him a "3-for".  In his place, playing the second 

important innings of the day however, came Rosco.  He made an unbeaten 44 and again showed 

both a maturity of concentration and shot selection and execution, as well as no little technical 
ability for someone still playing Under 13 cric'.  Well batted.  These two knocks helped the guys 

post 183 for 9.  Would it be enough?  Well the Ardrossan guys had struggled to chase 130-odd 
on their carpet nine weeks previously and so hopes were high.  But tight bowling was required 

from the off. 

  
And this was delivered by Hari' and Z'.  Both bowled good lengths and consistent lines allowing a 

tight field to restrict the runs.  And wickets fell.  Regularly.  So by the time Bean came on the 

visitors were a few down, and way back in terms of run-rate.  Perfect scenario.  And Bean didn't 

disappoint.  Dropping straight into his rhythm, he tied up one end, taking wickets as he went 
along.  7.5-4-13-5 would be his return.  And good-night...  Ardrossan all out for just 64.  



  

A good all-round performance then.  Two big contributions with bat, and a few decent 
partnerships - four of 30+.  Good, tight, bowling.  Even a well-executed run out by The Professor 
and Saif.  Nice to see.  Next week though it's back to Nether Pollok, a.k.a. HELL..... 
  

Jekell and Hyde season continues [posted 24/07/10] 

The Shawhom boys got back into action on Saturday and Mr Hyde re-
appeared,.....unfortunately.  To recap: Dr Jekell bats well, scores big scores then bowls out 

oppo's.  Mr Hyde on the contrary, invariably bats poorly, is all out well within the 50-over 

allocation, and then bowls fairly averagely to lose comfortably.  Saturday was a day when Mr 

Hyde was seen strolling in Nether Pollok.  Pity.  
  

Youngy as ever won the toss in this one after a gentle stroll from Shawholm through the trees.  

Five minutes and a couple of hundred yards it might be physically, but it's light years in quality.  
What a dump.  With an outfield making a decent attempt to resemble a minefield, the artificial 

wicket had - honestly! - duck tape on the bowling ends to - we assume - cover over exposed 
concrete.  The outfield also houses hidden traps in the form of metal tubes sticking out of the 

ground; the tubular housings for footy goal posts!  A real contendor for the Springburn Prize, the 

annual award given to the worst ground in the league.  What?  You don't believe us?  Okay, 
check it out for yourself: 

  



   

 
   



   

 
  

Told you!  To the game itself.  The 'Holmboys batted first, batted poorly with a couple of 
exceptions, and posted but 151.  The exceptions are Josh with 59, JP with 25 batting with the 

tail, and Kessler who showed a few of the top order how to play straight with a prolonged innings 

at the end, mainly under the supervision of Dr Philip.  But 151's hardly likely to be enough on a 
ground where fielding's more than a tad tricky, and bowling - when your landing on the duck 
tape! - has a fairly high "technical difficulty" factor too.  It really is very depressing, all the more 
so when you're able to hear the noises of a cric' match going on through the trees on what you 

know's a cricketing paradise!  Sorry, more digression, back to the cric'.  

  

151 wasn't enough.  154 for 3 was the Scotindians reply [Ed: or something around that number 

depending on which part of their scorebook you consulted post-match].  The three wickets to fall 

saw Z' pick up a scalp (courtesy of a grab by Youngy), JP take his first league wicket (courtesy of 

a grab in the slips by Hari'), and Josh trap a Scotindian leg-before (courtesy of a hugely 
impressive - and persuasive! - appeal).  Three wickets, but only two bowling points, two to add 

to the three batting points.  Five all-in.  Hardly ideal.  

  



Next week it's Ardrossan at home - aaaahh, back to real cricketing surrounds.  Nice.  Wonder 

who'll rock up tho'; Dr. J' or Mr. H'? 
 

And here we were thinking we'd left all this behind in Division 3... [posted 03/07/10] 
Before we start dear reader, a comment or two on the game itself.  And for the avoidance of 

doubt we'll likely end by repeating these thoughts.  The 'Holmboys didn't deserve to win this 

one.  To repeat: the side didn't deserve to win this match.  Batting first, and with a pretty strong 
batting line-up, posting just 147 was never likely to be enough.  And scoring 147 against a side 

with just nine players makes this even harder to swallow.  Only one batter getting past 14 kind of 

sums up the batting shambles: Dani's 65 standing out like a standing out thing.  Then, defending 

buttons, the 'Holmboys proceed to gift their guests no fewer than 38 (out of a winning total of 
153) in extras, including a ridiculous 24 in wides,.....in just 28 overs.  Hmmm.  So much for that 

run the boys were on.  Let's just put it down to "one of those days", or at least let's hope it is!  

On the bowling front, likely only Hari' (8-0-30-1) and Saqi' (1-1-0-1) are excused detention! 
  

Okay that deals with the bare bones of the game, now to the cause of the headline.  In a word: 
Bates.  Hughenden's chunky skipper caused jaw-dropping disbelief immediately pre-match as - 

after rocking up with just eight team-mates - he refused Youngy's request that the 'Holmboys 
field a substitute fielder given Dani's injury.  The substitute fielder being the youngest player 
listed on the team-lines to ensure there wasn't any suggestion of jiggery-pokery.  So proposal: 

field Under 13 sub' fielder in place of current Scotland Under 17 player.  Response: no.  Flat no.  
Cricket's the loser Mr Bates, cricket's the loser.  Aghast at Mr Bates's astonishing lack of civility 

[Ed: as well as his complete lack of knowledge of The Laws], Youngy suspended the proposed 
offer of a couple of fielders, stepped aside from playing so that said youngster could play, and 

Dani' was forced to stand at slip in the second dig.  Thank you, no - really - thank you Stephen, it 

made our day.  Throw in said skipper's refusal (!) to allow the umpires consulting other than his 
fielder when the boundary rope was disturbed by a diving stop, his use of just three bowlers, his 

opening the batting, and his side's failure to stay for a drink and chat post-match and you start to 

get the picture.  I'll bet it was his ball too.  There must be a real desperation to get promoted 

over at the sunset strip, and we'd certainly be delighted if Bates & Co. went up - they'll fit right in 

in Division 3.  Oh, and we'd like to be flies on the wall when Hughenden take on Scotindians with 

the latter's revolving door fielders.....  Scotindians, be warned, best not to bring your full squad, 

Mr Bates won't be having it.  Deep, deep sigh. 
  

Rant over: back to the cricket - we weren't good enough to win this game.  And we didn't 

deserve more than the 4 points gained.  Maybe it's unlucky the batters decided to miss-fire en-
masse - tho' maybe it'll be a blessing in disguise they all get a bad knock out of the way on the 

same day!  The bowlers, well they've just to bowl straighter.  And that'll only come with practice.  
Q: just how many playing today were at practice on Thursday???  Maybe there's an answer in 

there?  To the victors on the day: well bowled, and well batted.  To Hughenden's 'keeper, 

Mohammed, well-played: quick hands and quick thinking saw him grab two stumpings and a 

catch.  And to the skipper: please, go read the Spirit of Cricket, and get a life..... 

  
No doubt there'll be some vain attempted justification of today's nonsense online at 

hillheadcricket.co.uk some time over the next week - go on, you know you want to - remember 
to check in regularly to see what re-writing of history transpires.  Next up for the 'Holmboys is 
Marress away.  

  
'Holmboys prove more than Ardencap - ab - le [posted 26/06/10]  

A much-changed 'Holmboys side travelled to Helensburgh today to take on Ardencaple in the 

Western Union.  And on another gloriously warm day - and notwithstanding the changes in 

personnel - the boys won again.  Ardencaple was the first match played this season, and in week 
one - at Shawholm - the guys had batted first, "posted a score", and then bowled out the oppo'.  



Well this game was the same in some senses, tho' different.  Make sense?!?  It was the same in 

that the boys batted first, "posted a score", and then bowled Ardencaple out.  But it was different 
in that the score posted wasn't an unsurmountable one, and - of course - it was an away game.  

228 for 8 was the score posted as the 'Holmboys continued this incredible run of batting first - 
that's every game this season!  Youngy just keeps guessing right.  The total owed much to 

many.  By this we mean there was no single, dominant, individual score.  This is good, and bad.  

"Good" in that Muscles (36), NTB (36), Hari' (42), Z (37) and Rosco (24) all chipped in to make 
200+ possible.  "Bad" in that none really "went on" after "getting in".  But each is in decent nick, 

each is young, and each has developed since last season.  What more can we ask! 

  

For Ardencaple there was an impressive bowling display from fifteen year old Tim Mills, whilst 

skipper [Ed: and not fifteen years old ] Alex Todd bowled fourteen tidy overs and took two 

blinding catches to get rid of Hari' and Z.  On a lighter note - and now a near weekly event - the 
'Holmboys' innings closed with Youngy standing near to the changing room, scorebook in hand, 

wondering whether either of the two in the middle would get out meaning he'd have to make a 

quick change and actually have to bat!  Luckily Cammy and Saqi' played out over fifty without 

any drama, and the law on being timed out didn't have to be consulted. 
  

In the Ardencaple run-chase an early breakthrough was made with Zaeem clean bowling Smith, 

the home side 'keeper offering no shot to a straight one.  He looked as bemused as everyone 
else did as he trudged off.  35 were then added by Maclachlan and Todd before Z bowled the 

former.  But there were a lot of wides being bowled, interspersed by some deliveries that were 
inviting flat-batting.  The result was that the run-rate was over five.  The change of bowlers 

brought wickets though, with Hari' dismissing Hartland, another clean bowled victim.  Enter 

Sterry!  With his Mongoose!!  The 'Holmboys burst into spontaneous applause as Sterry strode to 

the middle with the baseball-like club,.....sorry bat, in hand.  And it works.  One flat-batted 

offside bunt fairly raced to the long off boundary, rattling back of the boundary fence!  Boom!  
But Hari' was having none of this and a slower ball saw Sterry and Mongoose back in the 

pavilion.  Smart Hari', smart.  There was then a clatter of wickets as the Ardencaple middle order 
were restricted by Hari' and Youngy bowling in tandem, and wickets fell regularly.  Batters four to 

nine didn't get into double figures, and Todd found himself with more partners in one day than 

Ashley Cole.  Todd however eventually found a partner who fancied hanging around, in the form 
of number ten Bates.  These two batted sensibly, and looked like becoming an irritation before 

another slower ball - this time from Youngy - reorganised Todd's stumps.  Todd's departure 

allowed the young spinners to roll their arms over.  Stiffy and Saqi' bowled four overs each, and 

it was Saqi' who got the final wicket - Bates stumped by Rosco after missing a nicely flighted 

delivery.  165 all out.  Hari' with a "5-for".  Well bowled.  Mention too of some good catches in 

the second innings - Saify's, Z's and Disc's grabs were all good.  On the flip-side there's still much 

that can be improved about the ground fielding.  A lot of fielders just don't look like they're 
running very quickly when chasing leather.  Most struggle to stop balls when a dive's needed.  

And standing in the slips is something that maybe needs to be brought into practise sessions.  
But overall another good performance with lots of people chipping in, though Hari' likely grabs 

the headlines on the day. 

  
'Holmboys score 300+ again as winning run continues [posted 19/06/10]  

It was the end of the first half of the 2010 season and St. Ninian's were the visitors to Shawholm 
in the Western Union.  And as in the first game of the first half [Ed: still with us reader?] the 
'Holmboys batted first and scored more than 300.  This time the big total centred on 96 from 

Doogie Jayaratne, his second big score in eight days.  But he wasn't alone, and Muscles' 55 at 
the top of the order and Hari's continuing consistent form (41) were the other big contributions in 

the first innings.  And the runs came in a nice pattern.  38 from the first ten overs, 64 from the 
second ten, 66 in the middle ten, 51 in the fourth ten, and 88 in the final ten.  Good pacing.  

Doogie was last man out, off the last ball, as his attempt to smack a maximum the last delivery 



of the innings resulted in his stumps being rearranged.  Pity, a ton would've been well-deserved. 

For St. Ninian's skipper Phil Stafford was the stand-out bowler, his in-swingers bringing him 3 for 
50. 

  
The post-tea run-chase also featured a Jayaratne prominently - this time it was Maddy, with a "5-

for".  5 for 22 in 10.4 overs.  There were also a couple of wickets for Pasty and Hari'.  St. Ninian's 

were eventually dismissed for just 164, but in the early overs their top order had put them into a 
decent position.  After ten overs the visitors were 57 for 1, ahead of where the 'Holmboys had 

been after their first ten overs, and going at nearly 6-an-over.  But the pendulum started to 

swing with Maddy's introduction to the attack.  Overs thirteen to seventeen yielded just 5 runs 

for St. Ninian's, whilst two wickets were given up.  75 for 3 then became 93 for 5 as more 
wickets tumbled.  The double-digit scores of openers Lawler (31) and McDougall (25), and 

number three Scott (25), were now but a distant memory, and until the final pair made 11 a-

piece, only Jake Stafford (24) got into double figures.  Fittingly in a match dominated by the 
Jayaratne brothers, the final wicket - Mahaffay's - was "caught Doogie Jayaratne, bowled Maddy 
Jayaratne"!  A fitting end indeed - good game guys. 
  

Next up it's back to the start and Ardencaple are the oppo', this time over at Helensburgh.  

 
That'll be back-to-back wins then! [posted 12/06/10]  

Kirkstyle were the oppo' and Kilmarnock the venue for the 'Holmboys latest Western Union 
league match.  With a few of the winning side from the week before not available the side 

showed no fewer than five changes, including Zaeem and Usman making season debuts.  After 
calling wrong Youngy was invited to have a bat.  Obviously not him personally, but the side!  And 

safely situated with his car as a wind break, Youngy then settled back to score, hopefully 

watching his charges match the week before's batting performance, with no requirement to don 
the pads.  And so it turned out rather pleasingly, the guys racking up 262 for 8.  Very nice.  

Again a decent start was the starting point - 37 without loss after ten overs led to 63 for the first 

wicket: NTB stumped by Ruddock off Jon Raine's hand grenade leggies.  Aamir continued on to 

make 44, being third out after Nom'y had come and gone for 11.  Muscles had survived a "life" 

on 42 but couldn't capitalise.  With the first three gone Hari' found himself with Maddy.  Maddy 
scored quickly, racing to 20 from just eleven balls.  And after Hari' became Raine's third victim, it 

became the Jayaratne Show with Maddy continuing to score quickly and freely.  52 was added by 
the pair before Maddy departed for a brisk 52 from just 39 balls.  Doogie took this as the sign to 

take the lead role, and his scoring rate suddenly accelerated.  His first twenty balls yielded just 6 

runs, but after Maddy got out this changed.  His next 42 balls produced 70 runs as he smacked 
the ball to all parts.  Eleven 4s and two 6s.  This really took the game away from Kirkstyle and 

what had looked like being close to 200 had beome north of 250.  All the Kirkstyle bowlers took 
tap, and a few had figure-ruining finishes to their bowling - Marshman's last three overs went for 

27; Azeem's last three, 22; and Saleem's last three 26.  Ouchay.  Raine's unplayable hand 

grenade's brought him a "3-for", something Saleem's mixed bag of spin did too.  262 for 8 it was. 

  

The Kirkstyle reply then started badly.  Veteran 'keeper Ruddock was bowled by Joshy's fifth 
ball.  And he wasn't well pleased by getting out either.  So unhappy was he that the 'Holmboys 
were treated to the entertaining spectacle of an old bloke smacking his bat down into the wicket 
in frustration, before then drop-kicking it with his left peg.  Must've hurt if nothing else!  Good 

example too.    

  

2 for 1 then became 14 for 2 as Wunderkid Mohammed Azeem failed to live up to his own hype.  
Revenge for the Under 13Bs!  Young Mohammed was dismissed courtesy of a one-handed grab 

at point by Hari': Wunderkid out to wonder-catch!  This ended a fairly miserable afternoon for MA 
- his grassed dolly and general swaggering cart-horse-like impressions in the field in the first 

innings meaning it was a day to forget all-in-all.  At drinks the 'Holmboys were halfway to their 



target of ten wickets; Kirkstyle were nowhere near halfway to their's of 263 to win.  The 
'Holmboys' need was another five wickets in the remaining 25 overs.  As it was they didn't need 
that many as they wrapped up the win with two wickets in an over to see Kirkstyle all out for 

127.  Joshy, who'd started the wicket-tumbling with the wicket of Grumpy Old Man Ruddock, 
ended with a "3-for", and Usman and Saqib grabbed first senior Western Union wickets.  The end 

- the two wickets in an over - also saw the second bat throwing tantrum of the innings.  

Marshman had been suckered into a tame chip to Muscles at extra cover for a blob and then 
followed this by hurling his bat all of twenty yards in the direction of the square leg ump',.....who 

was Ruddock!  Not much the "official" could say we guess!  Is this really necessary,.....or 

acceptable?    

  

We shouldn't let the tantrums spoil things tho' - this was a good match played in nice conditions 

in a friendly atmosphere against a decent opposition.  The 'Holmboys' improved run continues 

therefore - next up is St. Ninian's. 

  

Back to winning ways [posted 05/06/10] 

The centre-stone of the 'Holmboys' league wins thus far this season have been setting high-
enough targets.  This didn't happen against Ardrossan or Scotindians with the result being 

defeats.  So with this in mind - and again batting first - the guys were determined to revert to the 

batting that saw them win their first two league games.  To quote James B - "I'm getting fed up 
losing cricket matches!"  We agree!  And a good start was achieved which always helps.  

Whiteinch's opening bowler Ansaro just couldn't keep control of the new cherry, and was bowling 
wides with gay abandon.  10 in his first over.  3 in his second.  6 in his third.  That helps.  37 was 

added for the first wicket: NTB going for 9, holing out to Syed.  A partnership of 33 was then put 

on by Hari' and Muscles, the latter ending it when he was caught behind by Sadiq.  Hari' was now 

in with Joshy.  These two again batted sensibly, but after adding another 40 Hari' went the same 

way as Aamir, caught by 'keeper Sadiq.  This brought Jamesy in and he, too, continued in the 
good form he'd shown at Ardrossan the week before.  And his innings would be the centre-piece 

of the 'Holmboys' innings.  54 was his personal haul when the 'book was added up at the end, 54 
out of 244 for 9.  He'd had decent support from the tail as well, Elliott's unbeaten 14 being the 

best of these.  EJ put on 21 with James before he departed in the 47th over, and then 18 with 

Youngy after Cammy had joined the Webbed Feet Award table.  244 for 9 as noted, a decent 
effort - and importantly using all 50 of the overs on offer. 

  

In their reply it's safe to say Whiteinch never really got going as tight bowling, good field placings 

and decent fielding yielded wickets instead of runs.  Joshy and Hari' made the early 
breakthroughs, with the opposition's numbers two, three and four batters making just 7 between 

them.  Nick got things going with a decent low catch at extra cover, whilst Rosco snaffled a good 

leg-side catch behind to get rid of Razar.  And wickets continued to fall at regular intervals as 
runs continued to prove hard to in-gather.  Jamesy got into the act too, and would pick up a 

couple wickets, as did Youngy.  It took 36.1 overs, but the end eventually came - Hari' claiming 
his fourth wicket, trapping Syed LBW for no score.  120 all out.  Sometimes it's hard to find 

positives in these match reports - this time it might tricky to be too critical.  But I'll try dear 

reader!  As the game drifted a little after drinks with the visitors making no real efforts to get the 
runs, but not showing much unease at the bowling there were a few mis-fields and overthrows 

suddenly appeared.  Untidy and "village".  And, to the annoyance of the bowlers concerned, 
detrimental to bowling figures.  It's a long time 50 overs, but it's important to try and stay 

switched on.  Now that's not too tough a criticism, is it?  A good day, good cricket, and a win.  

 
Papp'ed! [posted 20/06/10] 

We won't be alone this season, of that - dear reader - we're sure.  Michael Papps demonstrated 
his undoubted class down at New Cambusdoon as he dismantled the 'Loc bowling attack one-by-

one on his way to 145, in a team total of 311 for 3.  His near 50% of the total was 



complemented by a couple of nice back-up knocks Dougie Johnstone (35) and Davidson (57).  

But it was Papps's knock that was the standout.  No fewer than twenty 4s and a brace of 6s 
featured in his innings, as he all-but batted through, eventually holing out to Pasty at long off off 

Quartz's bowling.  
  

None of the 'Loc bowlers returned figures to be proud of, all going at around 6-an-over.  34 

wides gifted to Ayr hardly helped - total extras amounting a massive 52!  That's just plain 
careless methinks chaps.  And the tone was kinda set right at the start as over #1 went for 9, 

including four wides.  Hmmm.  Eight 'Loc bowlers were used in total as Nichty tried to put the 

brakes on Papps, but to no avail.  

  
Being set 312 to win - unless you're Uddy! - is something that doesn't obviously lead to optimism 

at tea, but the 'Loc knew that on a good deck, and with a fast outfield, it wasn't impossible.  As 

ever [Ed: how often have I typed that?!?] a sensible start was needed.  The proverbial "base".  
52 for 4 wasn't that.  Maddy was first to go, becoming a victim for Papps with the ball in hand 

now, courtesy of a catch by "Overseas Amateur" Fleming.  Pasty then holed out, mistiming a 
lofted on-drive off Scooter McElnea.  Wickets three and four then fell on 52: Flanners for 11 and 

Dani' without scoring, "shouldering arms" to a Davidson delivery.  39 were then added by Quartz 
and Carl before the former became Fleming's second catch of the day, Davidson the bowler this 
time.  45 was the next partnership - Scotty and Carl batting well together, Scotty on his way to 

42, Carl on his way to another half century.  Carl eventually departed - for 59 - LBW to Wilson - 
leaving time for a Matty cameo of 31.  The side were all out in 46th over; 216 was on the 'board 

when 'Lexy was trapped in front by Andy McElnea, the second wicket on McElnea's second over.  
Defeat by 95 runs. 

  

Positives on the day?  The boys didn't cave in chasing a big total.  Carl, Scotty and Nichty showed 
some form with the bat, and a couple of the bowlers had decent spells (if not overall bowling 

figures).  Bil'y's first six overs cost just 25; Pasty's first three just 10; and Maddy's four cost only 

11.  Areas to work on?  The fielding just has to keep improving - and there's nothing else to do 

but practice this.  Similarly bowling to a guy as good - and is as good form - as M Papps Esq. 

requires a level of skill that - similarly - can only come with hours of practice.  There's the 

challenge to our guys, particularly the youngsters.  And it can start this week..... 

  
Missed opportunity [posted 12/06/10] 

With arguably the strongest eleven on the park this season, the 'Loc were comprehensively 

thrashed by Heriot's FP on Saturday at Shawholm.  Sometimes the scores don't tell the whole 
story and that's likely partly true in this instance.  277 for 8 thumping 150 all out is 
comprehensive however.  And the fact that the 'Loc were 14 for 4 at one point - the start! - of 
their innings simply adds to the belief that the 'Loc were gubbed.  But here's the thing.  After 

Heriot's FP's professional's 114 and their amateur's 49 are taken out of the equation there was 

virtually nowt.  Now of course you can't take these out, but the point's still got some validity.  

McIntyre (27) and Weeraratna (37) would have had to bat differently without their overseas 

players' contributions.  And after their overseas boys eventually departed the scorebook took on 
a binary look: 0, 0, 3, 2, 0.  A missed opportunity?  So, question, were there chances to cut short 

Lockhart-Krause's march to 114, or Thomas's in-gathering of 49?  Yes.  Catches were grassed, 
and appeals weren't responded to in the affirmative.  It might've been so - so - different if one of 

the catches had been held, or an LBW shout given.  But things played out as they did.  277 was 

the total come the end of the first innings, and it was 278 that the 'Loc were looking to chase 
down in the second half. 

  

14 for 4's had a mention already.  And from this point on the win would require something really 

special.  The Poloc Four were Pasty (1), Bean (4), Dan (0) and Dani' (0).  Hmmm.  Weeraratna 
had a "3-for", Innes the other wicket to fall.  C-bags and Quartz then recovered things a little 



with a partnership of 48, Quartz's dismissal for 15 bringing it to an end.  Scotty then came in and 

he and Carl added another 58 before the latter departed for 51.  Scotty continued on and had 
reached 43 when holed out to White in the deep off Goddard's bowling.  and 16 runs later it was 

all over - 150 all out.  Not good.  Defeat.  
  

But not everything on the day was a negative: Bil'y again bowled really economically, Scotty's 43 

will be an encouraging knock for him and another illustration of the youngsters ability to perform 
in the SNCL.  Next up is Ayr, next Sunday after the Scotland/England ODI on the Saturday. 

  

Another D/L win [posted 05/06/10] 

It wasn't quite as dramatic as the win seven days previously, but it was arguably as important.  
The win against Arbroath was the stuff of legend, the win at Scroggie Park against Falkland 

would more likely be filed under "professional".  But it was important.  Winning when you're 

favourites is often harder than when you're not.  Winning when your in-form player [arguably] 
misses out a bit, is also good news.  Winning for a third SNCL match on the bounce when you're 

missing your two most senior and proven players is impressive.  As regular readers of this column 
know [Ed: good evening mum and dad...] the 'Loc are in transition, with the plan seeing the 

blooding of the club's developing youngsters.  And season 2010 - thus far - has seen the 

youngsters continue their development.  The match in the Kingdom demonstrated this again.  
Pasty got runs at the top of the order, Dani' "came to the party" with an unbeaten 58, Nicky 

bowled tightly, Scotty was his usual positive self, and Bil'y bowled his ten overs for 39, picking up 
a couple of wickets into the bargain.  Encouraging.  And with Carl (25) missing out a bit in the 

run-chase, it was good to see Quartz in the runs - his 119-run partnership with Dani' standing 
out.  

  

The D/L target was 219, just 1 run less than the 220 the home side had posted.  The basis for 
this decent total was a chance'less 129 from the Scroggie Park professional Cooray.  He used up 

just 139 balls in getting it too.  Around him the only other contribution of note was Gray's 36.  

220 for 6 it was.  And the six wickets had been shared around a bit - excluding Carl's run out of 

Cachia, there were two wickets for Bil'y and one each for Quartz, Pasty and Nichty.  220 might 

well have been about the par score on a tricky deck, with a hairy outfield.  And it just about 

proved to be the par score, with the 'Loc reaching their [marginally reduced] D/L 219 target in 

the 47th over. 
  

Third SNCL win on the trot then, and the 'Loc up to third place in the table [Ed: that's the "log" 

Carl!].  Next week Heriot's are welcomed to Shawholm - likely a tough test for the boys. 
 

Good results continue reader [posted 02/06/10] 
With the sun back in the sky, and another great night for cric' there to be enjoyed the 'Loc 
welcomed visitors from the east.  Uddingston.  The men from Bothwell Castle policies were in the 

area to play the latest section match in this year's West League Cup - incidentally the only 

Western Union trinket the 'Loc have never won!  Gasp.  And it was the visitors who batted first.  

An early breakthrough saw Zia nipped out by Bil'y, courtesy of a grab by Trophy Head.  The first 
of a couple for BZ.  Trophy Head wasn't finished as regards contributions either.  More of this 

later.  A 49-run partnership was then achieved with Uddy's Pro' and the Sea Bird in the middle.  
The Pro' was next out, this time Matty tempting him to hit one to Maddy.  54 for 2.  Eight-odd 

overs to come.  The remainder of the Uddingston innings was a combination of runs and wickets 

as five more batters got their marching orders, and 46 runs were added to push the total to the 
round 100.  Matty had a "3-for" and there was that double for Bil'y.  Doubles were the story in 

the catching department too: Toko, Maddy and NJ each taking a brace of catches.  101 to win. 

 



NJ was put up-the-order and opened the reply with Kiwi #1.  Toko hit a 6 and a 4 before being 

trapped LBW by Zia, Nicky then being joined by Carl.  Huyser the Snr. is in great nick these days 
and he'd bat through for another sheriff.  A mere 18 this time though - regular readers in recent 

days might think "CW Huyser, not out 18" is a typo', but - no - it wasn't 81!  Nicky went past 50 
before he became the only other 'Loc wicket to fall, Gavin Main getting him out, caught.  And so 

it was Scotty Millen that was with Carl when the target was reached - and with more than three 

overs to go.  A good win then. 
 

Also pleasing was the overall level of performance on the night - pleasing post-match reports 

from Quartz highlighted good performances in the field as well as by the bowlers and batters.  

Nice.  We like.  And the winning run continues; that's three on-the-bounce now. 
 

Wow!  [posted 29/05/10] 

Forget the first 83.3 overs people, and let's get to the interesting part!  No, actually, let's not.  
The first half saw the good and the bad from the 'Loc - the good being restricting visitors 

Arbroath United to just 44 for 2 in the first seventeen overs of today's SNCL match.  The bad?  
Pretty much all else of the first half from the 'Loc's perspective.  Take overs eighteen to 22 as 

prime examples.  44 for 2 after seventeen turns into 88 after 22!  44 runs from just five overs as 

the "change" bowlers took some tap.  And some.  Poor fielding didn't help mind.  And Arbroath 
didn't look back from there.  Led by a thumping 89 from veteran John Salmond, Marc Petrie's 

unbeaten 54 was the other main contribution in a good total of 259 for 5 being posted.  Quartz 
recorded 3 for 30 which reflected his continuing good form with the ball, and Carl's and Bily's first 

spells pass muster.  Less said about the other bowling figures the better!  260 to win.  Testing.  
And very testing at 16 for 2 after Tok's first entry in the Webbed Feet table for the season, and 

Flanners had come-and-gone for 5.  Both were victims for Marc Petrie, both catches off Benny 

McGill's bowling.  Carl then joined Pasty and these two upped the run-rate and put on 47 before 
the former was dismissed for 39, courtesy of middling that man McGill again to Williams at mid-

wicket.  Another good knock at the top of the order from the Ghost tho'.  It was now Dani' and 

Carl and 63 for 3 became 95 for 4, Dani' becoming yet another victim for Petrie, this time off 

Stott's bowling.  It was now drizzling.  And the drizzle became rain and the rain brought a game-

break.  133 for 4 in 33.3 overs. 

  

And the rain continued.  D/L was on.  And when Quartz and Carl went back out to the middle the 
D/L calculation was 223 needed to win in 42 overs.  This meant 90 needed in 8.3 overs.  90 from 

51 balls.  10-an-over, and more.  And when Quartz holed out in the second over after the rain-

break, the pendulum likely swung marginally to the visitors.  But Scotty strode the middle and, 
with Carl, hurried the fielders with good running between the wickets and found the boundary 

was sufficient regularity to add 23 in double-quick time and keep up with the rate.  But Scotty 
then holed out and it was enter the skipper.  Matty and Carl continued where Scotty and Carl had 

left off - the run-rate required was matched, albeit the runs came more from boundaries than 1s 

and 2s.  Exciting stuff!  And the atmosphere was building with every delivery and run scored.  A 

healthy and boisterous home support cheered every boundary, maximums being particularly well 

received - and there were plenty of these!  Matt's knock featured three, Carl's one.  In fact Matt's 
opening scoring shot was a flat-bat 6 to "cow"! 

  
As over 40 came to an end, Arbroath skipper Burnett had bowled five good deliveries and leaked 

just 6 runs.  12-an-over were needed.  Ball six, however, was despatched into the trees by Carl - 

the turning point?  Over 41 then started . 4 6, and a 1 2 1 second half meant it had been 
plundered for 14 meaning just (?!?) 8 were needed off the last.  2 2 1 1 1 saw the scores tied 

and the last ball to come.  The field then comes in, and with Youngy still giving ball-by-ball 

commentary to Dan Walton somewhere on the M8, it was skipper to skipper - Burnett to Coyle.  

Delivery bowled, swoosh of blade and ball despatched in the direction of CJ's Tree.  'Loc win!  



Carl unbeaten on 83, Matt 39 not out!  What a finish!  And an important win over a strong - and 

competitive-as-ever - Arbroath side.  
  

Next week it's Falkland away. 
  

Carl ton sets base for important win [posted 22/05/10] 

Dear reader I want to start and end with this one thought - cherish it - economy rate is 
everything, forget strike rate!  The purpose behind this "fact of life" will, of course, become self-

evident as this report goes on.  To the match at hand however.  Scene: Kirkhill, Penicuik.  

Weather: balmy!  Hot!!  Sunny!!!    Likely the first match in three seasons to comfortably pass 

the Walton-Young Temperature Test.  Marvellous.  The home side were coming off the back of 

a bad run - no wins out of three in this season's SNCL.  And the 'Loc themselves were coming off, 

if not the back, then certainly the rear quarters of a sticky patch.  Scottish and Rowan Cup 

defeats at first hurdles had been recent games' experiences, and a return to winning ways was 

required.   

  

Matty won the toss and the boys were batting.  In a change to the order, Toko opened with 
Pasty.  There were but 8 on the 'board when the latter got a shocker by all accounts.  [Ed: now 

before anyone calls foul here people, regular readers of this column will know that no favouritism 

is accorded Webmaster Jnr.  But on this occasion some sympathy is apparently justified.]  Back to 
proceedings.  With Pasty's demise came DgW to the middle.  And, remember, strike rate's 

nothing, economy rate's everything.  Dan and Toko added 13 before the Kiwi holed out in a 
corner named cow.  Cue Carl.  Now talk of Pasty's unfortunate exit might bring to mind Carl's 

shocker of week three.  And after having holed out at third man in the Scottish our OA might've 

been said to have been due some luck.  Well luck or no luck, Huyser the Snr. [Ed: i.e. not Tinus!] 

would write his name into 'Loc history with a great knock.  And with Dan, he put on 126 for the 

third wicket.  DgW's 49 was the perfect complement to Carl's knock, the latter going on after 
Dan's departure to bat right through and finish unbeaten on 120.  How very, very nice.  And 

along the way the others - including Mr Extra - had contributed 148.  Result: 268 for 9, Bil'y 
sneaking a cheeky wee 2 sheriff when time was called.  In amongst the tail-end swinging and 

bunting there'd been a cameo 22 from Nichty too, an innings featuring three 6s.  But they 

weren't the largest 6s of the day.  Oh no, that accolade goes to FJ Quarterman Esq. who 
smacked a very large one indeed.  

  

In reply Penicuik lost wickets at regular intervals as the boys continued to chip away at the home 

side's run-chase reply.  Quartz led the way cleaning up opener Steel for 21, and going on to bowl 
five maidens in his return of 10-5-19-1.  Well bowled Pro'!  He was ably backed up by Bil'y who 

continues to show development and would return figures of 2 for 42 in his ten-over contribution.  

Another grabbing two scalps was Pasty who bowled impressively, returning 2 for 48 in his ten-
over spell.  Well bowled chapettes.  But, and remember again it's economy rate that counts, the 

biggest wicket-taker on the day - going at more than 7s - was DgW who astonishly managed to 
take four Penicuik wickets.  Golden Arm indeed!  4 for 58 though.  An economy rate of 

Zimbabwean inflationary proportions!  A strike rate of Zimbabwean democratic election 

proportions!!  A wicket's a wicket we guess, but.....  
  

All out 234 was the final scoreboard position when Dan had taken his fourth and [Ed: thank 
goodness!] wicket.  He'd taken the last four in fact!  

  

A win.  A welcome return to form.  Form shown by Carl, Dan and the bowlers in the main.  Useful 
contributions from Matt and DZC too.  Good signs.  Next week it's Arbroath United at home.  

Hope the weather holds..... 
  

Good work goes to waste [posted 15/05/10] 



Pity.  All the good work of the first half wasted in a second half to forget.  Between Thursday 

night and today we've seen a good batting performance, and a good bowling and fielding 
performance.  Sadly they were in separate games, and the costs of the two "other halves" are 

two defeats.  Stirling County came to Shawholm on Saturday unbeaten.  They were also free-
scoring having racked up nearly 550 in their first two innings of the new SNCL season.  So it was 

hugely impressive that a young 'Loc attack, without the guile and experience of Beanie, skittled 

the boys from New Williamfield for just 138.  Only pro' Naicker - with 51 - ever looked like getting 
set, and it was only his 65-run partnership with Taylor (25) that prevented his side posting a real 

low one.  And for the 'Loc all the bowlers had done their bit.  The wickets were shared around 

and all the bowlers used bowled economically.  Worthy of mention in this regard is new boy 

James Blackburn who, playing against one of his former clubs, returned impressive figures of 10-
2-33-1 on his 'Loc SNCL debut. 

  

Two run outs also helped matters, including the run out of Naicker.  And it could've been much 
worse as already mooted: at 65 for 6 Stirling County weren't just looking fown the barrel, they 

were picturing a finger on the trigger!  But the 65-run partnership between Naicker and Taylor 
bailed them out, and the gun was back in the holster.  138 all out still wasn't great tho', and 

surely just a competent batting performance would see the boys home. 

  
Pasty and Carl [Ed: can someone get this boy a nickname please!] opened, and it was hoped a 

steady start would set the base for a successful run-chase.  When Carl pulled a neck-high beamer 
to mid-wicket where it was snaffled by Miller, and the ump's didn't call it a no ball (!), the 'Loc 
likely had that feeling things were maybe not going to go their way.  It was 8 for 1.  But, as 
concerningly, it was the seventh over.  Pasty and Dani' then added 7 in just over three overs 

before the latter nicked off to Edwards, 'keeper Taylor taking the catch.  15 for 2.  Sorry, make 

that 15 for 3.  Ooops, no, sorry again, 16 for 4!  Dani' had followed Pasty back to the changing 
room, and Quartz had come and gone for his first entry in the Webbed Feet table.  Hmmm.  

Then a bit of relief as Toko and Scotty put on 18 before both then departed with the score on 

34.  Hmmm, again.  It was then a bit of a procession - a slow one, granted, but still a 

procession.  46 for 7, 54 for 8, etc.  63 all out is not good.  The proverbial game of two halves.  

  

Positives then as the youngsters continue to gain experience and demonstrate ability at this level 

despite their inexperience.  Yet naivety and lack of application evident in the same match.  
Plusses on the day included as noted James Blackburn's debut.  Well bowled.  Stuff to work on 

then midweek, and hopefully the guys will put two good halves together next up against 

Penicuik. 
  

Rowan rubbish [posted 13/05/10] 
We tell it as it is here dear reader.  And on Thursday night in the Arctic circle that was Shawholm, 

it was poor.  Very poor.  Well, actually, to be precise - the bowling was poor.  Granted, it was dark 

and fielding in the park can be tricky on dark nights, and - accepted - the ground was wet and 

the ball slippery.  But it was still a shocking demonstration of bowling,.....by both sides involved.  

The 'Loc were invited to bat after Richard Andrew, Glasgow Accies' skipper, won the toss.  With 
the late arrival of a number of Accies players events didn't get started until nearer 6.30pm than 

6pm.  And when they did it was Carl and Toko that opened up, and quickly set about the 
northsider's bowling attack.  27 were racked up in the first four overs and the run-rate would stay 

up there.  Carl cashed in with 59, Toko's 18 was a cameo, as was Dan's 24 and Dani's 20.  

Everyone kept the 'board ticking over as average bowling was despatched and decent running 
between the wickets was on show.  Good signs for the home side.  In the end 129 for 5 was on 

the 'board when "time" was called, and Accies would need to score at eights.  Not easy,.....or so 

this reporter thought.  How wrong was I! 

  



3 off the first over from Carl boded well as Dodson and Andrew, the Accies openers, prodded 

outside their off stumps.  Run-rate needed up already - nice.  But 16 off NJ's opening eight-ball 
over helped calm the batters' nerves and catapulted their side's run-rate over the required 

rate,.....from where it never fell!  Andrew in particular was "seeing it like a football" it would 
seem, and started stroking the ball to all parts, particularly straight.  He was also particularly 

harsh on anything short - nay, half-track - and would hit fourteen boundaries in his match-

winning unbeaten 98.  Sadly for the 'Loc it would seem very few of their fielders were seeing the 
ball like a marble, if at all.  A number of boundaries were "leaked" as fielders simply didn't pick 

up the wee red sphere against the dark background - not even early shouts from the middle 

helped the cause.  And so, that lethal combo' of poor bowling and inept (and at times unlucky, I 

guess) fielding cost the 'Loc dearly.  The end came in predictable fashion: an Andrew 4.  Well 
batted Randy.  98 in any game's pretty good.  In the near dark on a cold night in just sixteen 

overs chasing a big score to win your side a match after bowling four overs for 49 is particularly 

impressive - in fact you could say it was his net 49 that won Accies the tie   

  

As easy as it was to find positives in how the guys approached and executed the first half of 

proceedings, it's hard to find anything good to say about Part B.  Never mind - one to forget, at 
least for now, but it simply illustrates that a game's never lost, or won, and credit to Accies - and 

in particular their skipper - for a great run-chase, and win. 

 
Familiar feeling... [posted 29/05/10]  

First the plusses: youngsters get chance to play senior cricket, to get opportunity to spend time 
in the middle with plenty of overs in hand, and the oppo' are perfectly pleasant.  Oh, and the 
'Holmboys bat first, post a low total and lose.  Sound familiar dear reader?  Also familiar is the 

lack of a meaningful - match-winning? - partnership between batters, and the inability of batters 

who've got themselves in to go on and score big.  But, as noted, this is a very young side.  

Exhibit A is Kess Sajjad who, again, stood in at late notice - this time after Saad Salim was a no-
reply,.....because he'd  just nipped over to Pakistan but not thought to mention it to the skipper!  

Hmmm. 
   

Batting first was the result of Youngy winning the toss.  No pressure from a target to chase 

down.  A safe start would be nice.  2 for 1 wasn't nice tho' as Muscles was cleaned up for 2.  Nick 
joined by Hari' batting at three.  These two put on a few before Nick was next to go.  This 

brought Joshy to Hari's side, the big man having scored well last weekend in the Academy's win 

over West of Scotland.  Both would get in, and both would then get out.  Hari' was bowled by 

Singh, Josh nicked one behind to Marshman.  Pity, 17 and 28 respectively.  James Blackburn 
would then be the next one to get in, before getting out.  The Rover made 23 before gloving one 

behind.  The rest of the middle order and tail then kind of withered, Youngy again being left 

without partners, this time with just 139 on the 'board.  playing senior cric' is great for the 
youngsters, but soon [Ed: let's hope very soon!] they'll have to clock that occupying the crease 

isn't a crime, and playing shots off decent balls isn't required.  It's as much in the mind chaps.  
Concentrate.  

  

140 to win.  Easy?  Seemed so.  Until that is the home side had lost six wickets with less than 70 
on the 'board.  Hari' and The Rover were bowling in tandem, and making in-roads.  Assisted by 

decent catching - Elliott, Rosco and NTB - wickets were being taken.  Unassisted by other 
dropped catches (Rosco, Jerome, Cammy, Youngy,....) the home boys looked like they might just 

win this one.  But then the rain started to fall more persistently and bowling became genuinely 

tricky with no spikes on the astro- wicket.  Sigh.  Joshy was replaced at one end by Youngy, and 
Jamesy by Hari' returning at the other.  But to no avail.  Slipping bowlers and resultant full tosses 

became common place, and the game was eventually won by Adrossan's Thomas who hooked a 
Hari' full-toss for 6 over fine leg.  There's no sour grapes here people - Ardrossan deserved their 

win - the long-and-short of it is that the 'Holmboys didn't post a big enough total.  But astro- cric' 



in the rain when bowlers are losing their footing in the delivery stride is not good.  Injuries are a 

likely consequence, and it reduces the cric' to near farce at times.    Hey-ho we guess, at least it's 
not Springburn Park!  

  
Next up for the 'Holmboys are Whiteinch - Victoria's Scooby Doos - at home.   

  

Defeat in match four despite promising performance by young side [posted 22/05/10] 
We wonder whether this might've been the youngest senior side ever fielded?  There were no 

fewer than five Under 14s playing, with Haider Akram, Kess Sajjad - still only 9 - and Idrees 

Hafeez making senior side debuts.  Who'd know the answer?  Jimmy D?  Answers in the 

Guestbook please readers.  
  

Scotindians were the visitors to Shawholm, and after their skipper had lost the toss he found 

himself and his team in the field.  The 'Holmboys opened with the returning Aamir Kayani and the 
in-form Nick Black.  At 23 for 2 however, Aamir had returned to the pavilion, and Nick was back 

out of form.  Pity.  Run-rate was good though!    In their place - a.k.a. opening pair Mark II - 

were Hari' and Nomy.  This would be the key partnership of the innings as 57 were added for the 
third wicket.  Nomy in particular was striking the bad ball well, despatching any remotely off line 

to the boundary.  Hari' for his part simply rotated the strike sensibly.  A good partnership.  But it 

didn't last, and Nomy holed out to a catch at long off bringing Josh to the middle.  He and Hari' 
added 45 to the total before Josh was adjudged leg-before and headed back to get his pads off - 

he'd made 12.  125 for 4.  At this juncture the youth of the side became more evident as the 
"engine room" of Elliott and Saad, at six and seven, came and went in double-quick time: Elliott 

mis-timing a full toss down deep mid-wicket's throat, and Saad being adjudged to have nicked 

one behind.  This brought Youngy to the middle, but only 8 had been added when Hari' missed a 

straight one to leave the skipper squarely in the role of Child Protection Officer, as he was 

partnered by Haider, Idrees and Kess in the closing overs of the innings.  152 was the final total, 
with Kess being last out.  153 to win.  With 65 overs to get them. 

  
Now we know it was a nice day, but taking over 40 overs to get their target seems to your scribe 

to be just a case of hanging around in the sunshine.  That said the bowling was good.  Hari', in 

particular, bowled nicely after the shine went from the brand new cherry.  And he was backed up 
by regular opening bowler Josh, and the change bowlers.  Saad, too, bowled impressively, the 
Cricket Champ's six overs costing just 13, and Saad picking up a wicket into the bargain.  His 

wicket was amusing too.  After having had two dead-cert' LBW appeals turned down, Saad was 

then given one that looked far from sure.  Hmmm.  Hey-ho we guess.  Top scorers for 
Scotindians were Jananpally (36) and Reddy (43), the latter holing out to Youngy with just 1 

needed to win.  This wicket gave Idrees his first senior wicket, and mention of Haider who'd have 

had two scalps if Hari' and Nick hadn't been snoozin' and grassed chances. 
  

So defeat.  By five wickets.  Negatives?  You never like to lose.  Positives?  Lots, everything from 
the weather, through young players' debuts, contributions and enthusiasm, to individual 

performances of note from Nomy and Hari' in particular.  Next up is Ardrossan away. 

  
Two out of two [posted 08/05/10] 

Marress came to Shawholm on Saturday to take on the Holmboys in the Western Union.  The 
guys had been redundant last week after drizzle and rain put paid to play at Hughenden.  And, 

with more players unavailable than the Lib Dems have MPs, it was a much-changed eleven that 

took to the ground to play league game #2.  Two were league debutants too: Jerome Philip and 
James Blackburn lining up in the Western Uinon for the first time each. 

  
After Mike Ingram guessed wrongly Youngy opted to have a bat.  Saify and Nick Black opened for 

the Holmboys, and Saif was unlucky to get a good in-swinging delivery from Conway early on and 



departed without scoring.  Nick and Jerome then found themselves together - a tad earlier than 

had been hoped, but together nonetheless.  10 were added before Jerome forgot he wasn't 
playing at the Queen's Park Oval and was through a flambouyant shot early - 16 for 2.  Lexy and 

Nick brought stability though - 100 was added for the third wicket; Ingram's first of five scalps.  
Lexy went for a decent 34, caught at long off.  Nick continued on however and would pass 50 on 

his way to a top-scoring 62.  Around him there were cameos from Josh (22*), Haris (14) and Max 

(11).  The innings closed, and Josh left stranded, when Youngy was caught acrobatically, 
overhead, by extra cover.  213 was on the 'board by then.  A decent enough target, if not utterly 

un-gettable. 

  

Tea-time came and went and the Marress reply started with Lexy steaming in from one end, and 
Joshy coming in from the other.  And the Holmboys' opening combo' made the breakthroughs 

looked for.  Marress's experienced Ingram and Wilson went for 2 and 7 respectively, the former 

courtesy of a good catch at backward point from Max.  And the early wickets set the tone for the 
rest of the second innings.  Wickets fell at regular intervals.  Lexy bowled a brisk ten-over spell in 

ultimately returning a "3-for"; Amir also notched up three scalps, as did James Blackburn on 
debut.  Well bowled guys.  As importantly - and encouragingly - all the bowlers bowled pretty 

tidily.  And mention of Max's grab, reminds me dear reader to comment on Elliott's outrageously 

good catch at mid-on.  Khan had had a mighty heave at an Amir delivery and the ball shot 
skyward.  Elliott started off backing off towards the boundary before having to turn and run to 

get under the swirling red sphere.  And not only did he get under it, he took a blinder over his 
head running away from the batter - outstanding!  The end came when James Blackburn took his 

third wicket, cleaning up Marress number eleven Singh.  66 all out. 
  

A win then, and the Holmboys two-for-two, albeit very early in the season.  Encouraging. 

  
Now, on a much more serious note: Saify was forced to leave the field after injuring his left pinky 

finger stopping a Lexy delivery down leg-side.  A trip to A & E later and the bad news is he's 

broken the finger,.....and dislocated it!  He returns for surgery on the injury tomorrow and is 

likely to be out of action for between six and ten weeks.  Everyone's thoughts and best wishes 

are with Saif.  Get well soon. 

  

Trying to finish up on a lighter note: with Saify off the field because of injury Youngy invited 
volunteers to take the gloves.  The number of volunteers totalled: nil.  Cue Youngy the 'Keeper.  
Where's the logic - nay, the justice even - in getting the old man of the side to do all that bending 

and standing!?!  As it was the Holmboys' temp' 'keeper performed perfectly adequately, taking a 
catch off James Blackburn's bowling and conceding just the single bye.  And here's the funny bit: 

the bye wasn't a bye, it was a leg-bye.  Upon enquiry of the Marress umpire - the Ayrshire side's 
own 'keeper no less! - why it had been signalled a bye, Youngy was told "I couldnae remember 

how to signal a leg-bye, sorry mate!"    Ouch - that hurts,.....almost as much as Youngy's 
thighs will on Sunday morning!. 
  

Win one on day one - nice! [posted 24/04/10]  

What a change!  Warm sunny weather.  A beautiful ground, fast outfield and firm wicket.  A 
pleasant opposition with not a bad word exchanged between the sides.  Yup, all bodes well for 

season 2010 we think dear reader.  Oh, and the 'Holmboys won by 240 runs!!  What a very nice 
start to any season. 

  

Ardencaple were the visitors to Shawholm on matchday one of a new Western Union season, and 
after losing the toss, found themselves in the field as Youngy opted to have a bat.  And in a 

peculiar start the visitors thought they had the early breakthrough they were looking for when 
Aamir was cleaned up by Ardencaple skipper - and opening bowler - Calum Anderson.  But it was 

a no ball.  And boy did Muscles make the visitors pay as he went on to notch up an opening 109-



run stand with Craig, before powering on to a 98.  Well batted.  Pasty had been first to go, with 

the total on 109.  He holed out to a geat overhead catch by Todd after he'd middled a legside full 
toss by Sterry straight to mid-wicket.  Unlucky, not least given Todd was the only legside fielder 

between fine leg and long on! Out for 36.  Muscles then found himself batting with Dani' who, 
just like Muscles, would survive an early scare to go on and post a big score.  In Dani's case his 

nick between the 'keeper and first slip was the starting point to a knock that would see him make 

his maiden senior ton.  103 not out, Dani' reaching his hundred in the last over.  In between 
times, Nicky played a cameo innings for 21, Madushan made 15 and Hari' was with Dani' at the 

end, finishing unbeaten on 12.  And here's a funny thing: not just did both Muscles and Dani' get 

a life on nought, but both ended up batting with the same bat - technically, therefore, top-scorer 

on the day was a red GM!  
  

And as the dust settled on the first innings, the scorebox showed 326 for 4, the 'Holmboys 
posting a "big one".  Well batted guys.  A good solid start, two guys "going on", and pretty much 
everyone chipping in.  So to the reply: the Ardencaple guys' task was stiff before they started.  It 

was pretty much rigid after opener Blagg shouldered arms to a third over delivery from Bilal that 
nipped back and removed his off stump.  2 for 1.  Oooops.  And then it 27 for 3 after Nicky came 

into the attack and nipped out Willoughby and Stickland.  It was spin at both ends by now, Craig 

joining NJ in the attack.  Josh had opened with Bil'y and was unlucky not to pick up a wicket, 
returning figures of 6-0-12-0.  Pasty was next in the wickets as spin continued to bear fruit, 

Sterry skying one to Dani' at short mid-wicket.  
  

At drinks it was 52 for 6 as wickets continued to fall, and the end came in the 33rd over when 
Bil'y cleaned up last man King.  King's wicket gave Bil'y a "4-for", NJ and Pasty both getting "3-

fors".  Well bowled guys.  In the field, the guys did okay - a few miss-fields didn't hinder the end 

result of course, but they'd be nice to erradicate.  As would the number of wides bowled - 12 of 
Ardencaple's total of just 86 all out coming from the 'Holmboys' wayward bowling.  Hmmm.  

  

But let's not take away from a good win.  A big win.  Next week it's Hughenden away. 


